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Abstract— The concept of dynamical movement primitives
(DMPs) has become popular for modeling of motion, commonly
applied to robots. This paper presents a framework that allows
a robot operator to adjust DMPs in an intuitive way. Given
a generated trajectory with a faulty last part, the operator
can use lead-through programming to demonstrate a corrective
trajectory. A modified DMP is formed, based on the first part
of the faulty trajectory and the last part of the corrective one. A
real-time application is presented and verified experimentally.
I. INTRODUCTION
High cost for time-consuming robot programming, per-
formed by engineers, has become a key obstruction in indus-
trial manufacturing. This has promoted the research towards
faster and more intuitive means of robot programming, such
as learning from demonstration, of which an introduction
is presented in [1]. It is in this context desirable to make
robot teaching available to a broader group of practitioners
by minimizing the engineering work required during teaching
of tasks.
A costumary way to quickly mediate tasks to robots is
to use lead-through programming, while saving trajectory
data so that the robot can reproduce the motion. In this
paper, the data are used to form dynamical movement
primitives (DMPs). Early versions of these were presented
in [2], [3] and [4], and put into context in [5]. Uncom-
plicated modification for varying tasks was emphasized in
this literature. For example, the time scale was governed by
one parameter, which could be adjusted to fit the purpose.
Further, the desired final state could be adjusted, to represent
a motion similar to the original one but to a different goal.
DMPs applied on object handover with moving targets were
addressed in [6]. The scalability in space was demonstrated
in, e.g., [7].
The scenario considered in this paper is the unfavorable
event that the last part of the motion generated by a certain
DMP is unsatisfactory. There might be several reasons for
this to occur. In the case where the starting points differ, the
generated trajectory would still converge to the demonstrated
end point, but take a modified path, where the modification
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Fig. 1. The ABB YuMi prototype robot used in the experiments.
would be larger for larger differences between the starting
points. Further, the DMP might have been created in a
slightly different setup, e.g., for a different robot or robot
cell. There might also have been a mistake in the teaching
that the operator would have to undo. If the whole last part
of the trajectory is of interest, it is not enough to modify
the goal state only. One way to solve the problem would
be to record an entirely new trajectory, and then construct a
corresponding DMP. However, this would be unnecessarily
time consuming for the operator, as only the last part of the
trajectory has to be modified. Instead, the method described
here allows the operator to lead the manipulator backwards,
approximately along the part of the trajectory that should be
adjusted, followed by a desired trajectory, as visualized in
Fig. 2.
Hitherto, DMPs have usually been formed by demon-
strations to get close to the desired behavior, followed by
trajectory-based reinforcement learning, as presented in, e.g.,
[8], [9], [10], [11]. Compared to such refinements, the
modification presented here is less time consuming and does
not require engineering work. On the other hand, the previous
work on reinforcement learning offers modulation based on
sensor data, and finer movement adjustment. Therefore, the
framework presented in this paper forms an intermediate
step, where, if necessary, a DMP is modified to prepare for
reinforcement learning, see Fig. 5. This modification can be
used within a wide range of tasks. In this paper, we exemplify
by focusing on peg-in-hole tasks.
In [8], online modulation, such as obstacle avoidance, was
implemented for DMPs. This approach has been verified for
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Fig. 2. Trajectories of the robot’s end-effector from one of the experiments.
The arrow indicates the direction. The deficient trajectory was generated
from the original DMP. After that, the operator demonstrated the correc-
tive trajectory. Merging of these, resulted in the modified trajectory. The
projection on the xy-plane is only to facilitate the visualization.
several realistic scenarios, but requires an infrastructure for
obstacle detection, as well as some coupling term parameters
to be defined. It preserves convergence to the goal point, but
since the path to get there is modified by the obstacle avoid-
ance, it is not guaranteed to follow any specific trajectory to
the goal. This is significant for, e.g., a peg-in-hole task.
The paper is outlined as follows. Two example scenarios
in which the framework would be useful are presented in
Sec. III, followed by a description of the method in Sec. IV.
Experimental setup and results are described in Sections V
and VI, and finally a discussion and concluding remarks are
presented in Sections VII and VIII, respectively.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, we address the question whether it is possible
to automatically interpret a correction, made by an operator,
of the last part of a DMP trajectory, while still taking
advantage of the first part. The human-robot interaction must
be intuitive, and the result of a correction predictable enough
for its purpose. The correction should result in a new DMP,
of which the first part behaves qualitatively as the first part
of the original DMP, whereas the last part resembles the last
part of the corrective trajectory. Any discontinuity between
the original and corrective trajectories must be mitigated.
III. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
We here describe two scenarios where the framework
proves useful. These are evaluated in Sections V and VI,
where more details are given.
A. Inadequate precision - Scenario A
Consider the setup shown in Fig. 3, where the button
should be placed into the yellow case. A DMP was run for
this purpose, but, due to any of the reasons described above,
the movement was not precise enough, and the robot got
stuck on its way to the target, see Fig. 3(b). Hitherto, such
a severe shortcoming would have motivated the operator to
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3. Scenario A. The evaluation started in (a), and in (b) the robot failed
to place the button in the hole due to inadequate accuracy. Between (a) and
(b), the deficient trajectory was recorded. The operator led the robot arm
(c) backwards, approximately along a proportion of the deficient trajectory,
and subsequently led it to place the button properly, while the corrective
trajectory was recorded. The robot then made the entire motion, starting in
a configuration similar to that in (a), and ending as displayed in (d).
teach a completely new DMP, and erase the old one. With
the method proposed here, the operator had the opportunity
to approve the first part of the trajectory, and only had to
modify the last part. This was done by leading the robot
arm backwards, approximately along the faulty path, until it
reached the acceptable part. Then, the operator continued
to lead the arm along a desired path to the goal. When
this was done, the acceptable part of the first trajectory was
merged with the last part of the corrective trajectory. After
that, a DMP was fitted to the resulting trajectory. Compared
to just updating the target point, this approach also allowed
the operator to determine the trajectory leading there. This
scenario is referred to as Scenario A.
B. New obstacle - Scenario B
For the setup in Fig. 4, there existed a DMP for moving
the robot arm from the right, above the button that was
already inserted, to a position just above the hole in the
leftmost yellow case. However, under the evaluation the
operator realized that there would have been a collision if
a button were already placed in the case in the middle. A
likely reason for this to happen would be that the DMP
was created in a slightly different scene, where the potential
obstacle was not taken into account. Further, the operator
desired to extend the movement to complete the peg-in-
hole task, rather than stopping above the hole. With the
method described herein, the action of the operator would
be similar to that described in Sec. III-A, again saving work
compared to previous methods. This scenario is referred to
as Scenario B.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 4. Scenario B. The initial goal was to move the button to the leftmost
yellow case, above the hole, to prepare for placement. The evaluation started
in (a), and in (b) the trajectory was satisfactory as the placed button was
avoided. In (c), however, there would have been a collision if there was a
button placed in the middle case. Further, it was desired to complete the
peg-in-hole task, rather than stopping above the hole. Hence, the evaluated
trajectory was considered deficient. In (d), the operator led the robot arm
back, and then in a motion above the potential obstacle, and into the hole,
forming the corrective trajectory. Based on the modified DMP, the robot
started in a position similar to that in (a), avoided the potential obstacle in
(e) and reached the new target in (f). The trajectories from one attempt are
shown in Fig. 10.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE FRAMEWORK
In this section, the concept of DMPs is first introduced.
A method to determine what parts of the deficient and
corrective trajectories to retain is presented, followed by a
description of how these should be merged to avoid disconti-
nuities. Finally, some implementation aspects are addressed.
Figure 5 displays a schematic overview of the work flow of
the application, from the user’s perspective.
A. Dynamical movement primitives
A review of the DMP concept was presented in [7], and
here follows a short description of how it was applied in this
context. A certain trajectory, y, was modeled by the system
τ y˙ = z, (1)
where z is determined by
τ z˙ =αz(βz(g − y)− z) + f(x) (2)
Initial
demonstration Create DMP Evaluation
Corrective
demonstration
Modify
DMP
Further
improvement
Successful
Unsuccessful
Fig. 5. Schematic visualization of the work flow, from an operator’s
perspective. A DMP was created based on a demonstration. Subsequently,
the DMP was executed while evaluated by the operator. If unsuccessful,
the operator demonstrated a correction, which yielded a modified DMP to
be evaluated. Once successful, further improvement could be done by, e.g.,
trajectory-based reinforcement learning, though that was outside the scope of
this work. Steps that required direct, continuous interaction by the operator
are marked with light red color. Steps that required some attention, such as
supervision and initialization, are marked with light blue. The operations in
the white boxes were done by the software in negligible computation time,
and required no human involvement. The work in this paper focused on the
steps within the dashed rectangle.
In turn, f(x) is a function given by
f(x) =
∑Nb
i=1 Ψi(x)wi∑Nb
i=1 Ψi(x)
x · (g − y0), (3)
where the basis functions, Ψi(x), take the form
Ψi(x) = exp
(
− 1
2σ2i
(x− ci)2
)
(4)
τ x˙ =− αxx (5)
Here, τ is a time constant, while αz , βz and αx are positive
parameters. Further, Nb is the number of basis functions, wi
is the weight for basis function i, y0 is the starting point of
the trajectory y, and g is the goal state. σi and ci are the
standard deviation and mean of each basis function, respec-
tively. Given a DMP, a robot trajectory can be generated from
Eqs. (1) and (2). Vice versa, given a demonstrated trajectory,
ydemo, a corresponding DMP can be formed; g is then given
by the end position of ydemo, whereas τ can be set to get a
desired time scale. Further, the solution of a weighted linear
regression problem in the sampled domain yields the weights
wi =
sTΓif target
sTΓis
,where s =

x1(g − y1demo)
x2(g − y1demo)
...
xN (g − y1demo)
 , (6)
Γi = diag(Ψ1i ,Ψ
2
i · · ·ΨNi ), f target =

f1target
f2target
...
fNtarget
 , (7)
ftarget = τ
2y¨demo − az(bz(g − ydemo)− τ y˙demo). (8)
Here, N is the number of samples in the demonstrated
trajectory.
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Fig. 6. Visualization of shortest distance, here denoted dm, used to
determine the left separation marker in Fig. 7. The trajectories are the same
as in Figs. 2 and 7, except that the modified trajectory is omitted.
B. Interpretation of corrective demonstration
If the evaluation of a trajectory was unsuccessful, a cor-
rective demonstration and DMP modification should follow
(Fig. 5). Denote by yd the deficient trajectory, and by yc
the corrective one, of which examples are shown in Figs. 2,
6 and 7. A trajectory formed by simply appending yc to
yd was likely to take an unnecessary detour. Thus, only
the first part of yd and the last part of yc were retained.
This is illustrated in Fig. 7. Denote by ycr the retained
part of the corrective trajectory. The operator signaled where
to separate the corrective trajectory, during the corrective
demonstration. In the current implementation, this was done
by pressing a button in a terminal user interface, when the
robot configuration corresponded to the desired starting point
of ycr, denoted y1cr.
The next step was to determine which part of yd to retain.
This was chosen as the part previous to the sample on yd
that was closest to y1cr, i.e.,
ymdr = y
m
d , ∀m ∈ [1;M ] (9)
where
M = argmin
k=1...K
d(ykd , y
1
cr) (10)
Here, d denotes distance, and K is the number of sam-
ples in yd, see Fig. 6 for an illustration. The approach of
using the shortest distance as a criteria, was motivated by
the assumption that the operator led the robot arm back,
approximately along the deficient trajectory, until the part
that was satisfactory. At this point, the operator separated
the corrective demonstration, thus defining y1cr (see right
marker in Fig. 7). By removing parts of the demonstrated
trajectories, a significant discontinuity between the remaining
parts was introduced. In order to counteract this, ydr was
modified into ym, where the following features were desired.
• ym should follow ydr approximately
• The curvature of ym should be moderate
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Fig. 7. Same trajectories as in Fig. 2, but zoomed in on the corrective
trajectory. Arrows indicate directions. The parts of the trajectories between
the separation markers were not retained. The right, blue, separation point
was determined explicitly by the operator during the corrective demon-
stration. The left, green, separation point was determined according to
Eq. (10). Further, what was left of the deficient trajectory was modified for
a smooth transition. However, the part of the corrective trajectory retained
was not modified, since it was desired to closely follow this part of the
demonstration. Note that the trajectories retained were not intended for direct
play-back execution. Instead, they were used to form a modified DMP, which
in turn generated a resulting trajectory, as shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10.
• ym should end where ycr began, with the same direction
in this point
To find a suitable trade-off between these objectives, the
following convex optimization problem was solved:
minimize
ym
‖ydr − ym‖2 + λ‖T(∆2)ym‖2 (11)
subject to yMm = y
1
cr (12)
yMm − yM−1m = y2cr − y1cr (13)
Here, λ denotes a constant scalar, and T(∆2) is a second-order
finite difference operator. Subsequently, ycr was appended
on ym, and one corresponding DMP was created, with the
method described in the previous subsection. The next step
in the work flow was to evaluate the resulting DMP (Fig. 5).
C. Software implementation
The research interface ExtCtrl [12], [13], was used to send
references to the low-level robot joint controller in the ABB
IRC5 system [14], at 250 Hz. Most of the programming was
done in C++, where DMPs were stored as objects. Among
the data members of this class were the parameters τ , g
and w1...Nb , as well as some description of the context of
the DMP and when it was created. It contained member
functions for displaying the parameters, and for modifying
g and τ . The communication between the C++ program and
ExtCtrl was handled by the LabComm protocol [15]. The
C++ linear algebra library Armadillo [16] was used in a
major part of the implementation. Further, the code generator
CVXGEN [17] was used to generate C code for solving the
optimization problem in Eqs. (11), (12) and (13). By default,
the solver code was optimized with respect to computation
time. This resulted in a real-time application, in which the
computation times were negligible in teaching scenarios. The
optimization problem was typically solved well below one
millisecond on an ordinary PC.
V. EXPERIMENTS
The robot used in the experimental setup was a prototype
of the dual-arm ABB YuMi [18] (previously under the
name FRIDA) robot, with 7 joints per arm, see Fig. 1.
The experiments were performed in real-time using the
implementation described in Sec. IV-C. The computations
took place in joint space, and the robot’s forward kinematics
was used for visualization in Cartesian space in the figures
presented. The scenarios in Sec. III were used to evaluate the
proposed method. For each trial, the following steps were
taken.
• An initial trajectory was taught, deliberately failing to
meet the requirements, as explained in Sec. III.
• Based on this, a DMP was created.
• The DMP was used to generate a trajectory similar to
the initial one. This formed the deficient trajectory.
• A corrective trajectory was recorded.
• Based on the correction, a resulting DMP was formed
automatically.
• The resulting DMP was executed for experimental eval-
uation.
First, Scenario A was set up for evaluation, see Sec. III-A
and Fig. 3. The scenario started with execution of a deficient
trajectory. For each attempt, a new deficient trajectory was
created and modified. A total of 50 attempts were made.
Similarly, Scenario B (see Sec. III-B and Fig. 4) was set
up, and again, a total of 50 attempts were made.
A video is available as a publication attachment, to facil-
itate understanding of the experimental setup and results. A
version with higher resolution is available on [19].
VI. RESULTS
For each attempt of Scenario A, the robot was able to place
the button properly in the yellow case after modification.
Results from two of these attempts are shown in Figs. 8 and
9. In the first case, the deficient trajectory went past the goal,
whereas in the second case, it did not reach far enough.
Each of the attempts of Scenario B were also successful.
After modification, the DMPs generated trajectories that
moved the grasped stop button above the height of potential
obstacles, in this case other stop buttons, and subsequently
inserted it into the case. The result from one attempt is shown
in Fig. 10.
VII. DISCUSSION
The subsequent step in this work is to integrate the
presented framework with trajectory-based reinforcement
learning [8], [20], in order to optimize the motion locally
with respect to criteria such as execution time. The program
should also be augmented to take the purpose of, and relation
between, different DMPs into consideration. This extension
will emphasize the necessity of keeping track of different
states within the work flow. To this purpose, a state machine
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Fig. 8. Trajectories from the experimental evaluation of Scenario A. The
deficient trajectory went past the goal in the negative y-direction, preventing
the robot from lowering the button into the hole. After correction, the robot
was able to reach the target as the modified DMP generated the resulting
trajectory.
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Fig. 9. Similar to Fig. 8, except that in this case, the deficient trajectory
did not reach far enough in the negative y-direction.
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Fig. 10. Trajectories from experimental evaluation of Scenario B. The
deficient trajectory was lowered too early, causing a potential collision. After
the correction, the robot was able to reach the target while avoiding the
obstacles. The movement was also extended to perform the entire peg-in-
hole task, rather than stopping above the hole.
implemented in, e.g., JGrafchart [21], or the framework of
behavior trees, applied on robot control in [22], would be
suitable. Extending the user interface with support for natural
language, would possibly make this framework more user
friendly.
Performing the computations in joint space instead of
Cartesian space allowed the operator to determine the entire
configuration of the 7 DOF robot arm, rather than the pose of
the tool only. However, one could think of situations where
the operator is not concerned by the configuration, and the
pose of the tool would be more intuitive to consider. It would
therefore be valuable if it could be determined whether the
operator aimed to adjust the configuration or just the pose of
the tool. For example, a large configuration change yielding
a small movement of the tool, should promote the hypothesis
that the operator aimed to adjust the configuration.
It should be stated that the scenarios evaluated here are
not covering the whole range of plausible scenarios related
to this method, and it remains as future work to investigate
the generalizability, and user experience, more thoroughly.
The last part of the resulting movement is guaranteed to
follow the retained part of the corrective demonstration
accurately, given enough DMP basis functions. Hence, the
only source of error on that part is a faulty demonstration.
For instance, the movement might require higher accuracy
than what is possible to demonstrate using lead-through
programming. Another limitation with this method is that
it is difficult for the operator to very accurately determine
which part of the faulty trajectory to retain, since this is done
autonomously. However, for the experiments performed here,
the estimation of the operator was sufficient to demonstrate
desired behavior. The benefit with this approach is that it
saves time as the operator does not have to specify all details
explicitly.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an approach for modification of DMPs,
using lead-through programming, was presented. It allowed
a robot operator to modify the last part of a faulty generated
trajectory, instead of demonstrating a new one from the
beginning. Based on the corrective demonstration, modified
DMPs were formed automatically. A real-time application,
that did not require any additional engineering work by
the user, was developed, and verified experimentally. A
video showing the functionality is available as a publication
attachment, and a version with higher resolution is available
on [19].
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